Once Your Knowledge Grow!

Heavens will Bow! (Sadie)

Editorial

The Scope of the Journal

With the numerous, gigantic breakthroughs and advances in science and technology and at an era when the information explosion is capturing the whole world, along with the close integration of medicine with all the other sciences, we deeply feel obliged to collaborate with other fields of inquiry in all routes possible. In fact today, paramedical sciences act as bridges to connect medicine with many applied sciences.

The Journal of Paramedical Sciences (JPS) seeks excellence in Para-medicine to escalate the linking process between medicine and other fields. Therefore, as an introduction for bringing up the other fields to medical environment, we try to welcome all researchers and inquiring minds to help us with our mission in:

- Medical Informatics; Medical Library & Information Science; Medical Records;
- Biostatistics;
- Biomedical Sciences.

We are looking forward to having your guidance and opinions.

Do not hesitate to help us in our mission!

Welcome!
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